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MBA Grads Aid in DoD Transformation
 
by JOC Michael Martin
 
The second graduating class of MBA students may not have the distinction of being the first from Naval Postgraduate
School.  However, according to Dean Douglas Brook of the Graduate School of Business and Public Policy, they played an
instrumental role in the future of the program.
Dean Brook noted that when the second class started last July that it was a commitment to the
program and the intellectual transformation taking place in the Department of Defense.  “We were
now in it for the long haul,” he said during the GSBPP convocation held in the Barbara McNitt
Ballroom December 18, 2003.
The GSBPP faculty came up with five words – positive, demanding, critical, involved and
appreciative – to describe the 84 graduates, which included ten international students.
The NPS Superintendent, Rear Admiral David R. Ellison, stated that three years ago the school became the Navy’s and the
DoD’s ‘Corporate University.’  In addition to the DoD’s ‘Revolution in Military and Business Affairs,’ a Revolution in
Education Affairs is taking place, which is being led by the NPS. 
 
Rear Adm. Ellison commented on the efforts to get “education institutionalized in the career paths of officers.”  As part of
the transformation to reform the way the DoD does business, the graduates will remain close to the customer, react quickly
to changes and provide innovative ideas in their future assignments.
The GSBPP faculty has also embraced the goals of the transformation and are a key part in its success, Ellison added. 
“Lifelong learning is here to stay and the school is going to play a huge part in the transformation,” said Ellison. The NPS is
reaching out to those not fortunate enough to attend NPS, through the Executive MBA and Joint MBA programs offered to
non-resident students. 
Guest speaker, James P. Pfiffner of the School of Public Policy at George Mason University,
spoke of the large part the graduates will play in dealing with the changes in the DoD.  As part
of [Defense Secretary] Rumsfeld’s increasing reliance on contractors to augment the DoD, the
graduates will become key players in collaboration between the armed forces and their civilian
counterparts, observed Pfiffner.
Professor Pfiffner also differentiated between the skills needed to fulfill job requirements and
the duties and fiduciary obligation the graduates will have to the DoD as well as the public.
In addition to the MBA graduates, the GSBPP also awarded seven Masters of Science in Program Management degrees to
Department of Navy personnel.
 
